Innovative biologics, including cell therapeutics, virus-like particles, exosomes, recombinant proteins, and peptides, seem likely to substitute monoclonal antibodies as the main therapeutic entities in manufacturing over the next decades. This molecular variety causes a growing need for a general change of methods as well as mindset in the process development stage, as there are no platform processes available such as those for monoclonal antibodies. Moreover, market competitiveness demands hyper-intensified processes, including accelerated decisions toward batch or continuous operation of dedicated modular plant concepts. This indicates gaps in process comprehension, when operation windows need to be run at the edges of optimization. In this editorial, the authors review and assess potential methods and begin discussing possible solutions throughout the workflow, from process development through piloting to manufacturing operation from their point of view and experience. Especially, the state-of-the-art for modeling in red biotechnology is assessed, clarifying differences and applications of statistical, rigorous physical-chemical based models as well as cost modeling. "Digital-twins" are described and efforts vs. benefits for new applications exemplified, including the regulation-demanded QbD (quality by design) and PAT (process analytical technology) approaches towards digitalization or industry 4.0 based on advanced process control strategies. Finally, an analysis of the obstacles and possible solutions for any successful and efficient industrialization of innovative methods from process development, through piloting to manufacturing, results in some recommendations. A central question therefore requires attention: Considering that QbD and PAT have been required by authorities since 2004, can any biologic manufacturing process be approved by the regulatory agencies without being modeled by a "digital-twin" as part of the filing documentation?
Introduction
Biologics currently contribute more than 30% to the pharmaceutical drug market with attractive growth rates [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Monoclonal antibodies (mAb) contribute now approximately 70% of the biologics market [4] , with a platform technology based, yet improvable production process [10] [11] [12] [13] . Moreover, market analysis of company pipelines and drug substances in the approval process with regulatory authorities such as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) indicates that a broader variety of novel therapies are moving forward to cope with urging societal needs, e.g., oncology or diabetes, cell therapy, virus-like particles (VLP), exosomes, Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) antibiotics and diabetes cures. Surprisingly, this also includes mature processes such as blood plasma fractionation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
For new process approval, authorities demand quality by design (QbD) and process analytical technology (PAT) since 2004 [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Besides, most of the established blockbusters face stiff competition from biosimilars, which puts more pressure on cost effectiveness in manufacturing processes [30] [31] [32] .
One answer is switching towards single-use technologies, whose sustainability has yet to be proven, dedicated modular plant concepts or continuous bioprocessing as well as "hyper-intensified processes", a term created by exaggerated marketing [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Single-use/disposable technology seems to be a temporary intermediate step towards efficient in-house processes, but the sustainability of a few thousand kilograms of solid waste disposal vs. buffer cleaning costs is questionable in the long run. Proper balancing of the whole value chain seems to be necessary to avoid erroneous investments [10] [11] [12] 34] .
The central challenge is to achieve a "best in class" process design together with cost efficient manufacturing within given timelines of about six months. The new broad molecular variety of drug candidates demands a change in mindset, as one platform process will no longer prevail, which has been the case over the last 10-20 years for mAbs. Thereby, "platforming" has made industrial methods applied in process development relatively simple and no innovation has been pushed to cope with the broader molecular variety until now.
Moreover, the latest mAb process optimization studies show that process comprehension is increasing within the defined design space, but not as high as assumed and required when driven to the edges as recently observed in hyper-intensified processes.
The industrialization of continuous bioprocessing technologies in manufacturing of biologics has arrived at a stage, where the question of doing it is no longer discussed, but to figure out if sufficient best case studies with lessons learned are known [35, 38, 39] .
Model based methods are increasingly used also in biotechnology [40] [41] [42] . Based on fundamentals from chemical engineering [43] , at first smaller molecules from white/industrial biotechnology were investigated and are now followed by complex large molecules in red biotechnology [44] [45] [46] . A recent review from the upstream processing perspective of process control points out that model-based methods are still not fully exploited in bioprocess technology due to a lack of (i) acceptance by the users, (ii) user-friendly tools provided by existing methods, (iii) implementation in existing process control systems and (iv) clear workflows to set-up a specific process model [46] . This paper enlarges the discussion from the process development and design perspective via piloting towards manufacturing operation through the eyes of process (systems) engineering under the actual regulatory constraints applied for biopharmaceuticals.
Modeling is enabling to accelerate process design from batch to continuous biologics manufacturing for any molecule of interest besides mAbs, such as fragments, VLPs, exosomes, insulin, and antibiotics. Modeling is well established for smaller molecules in the chemical industry by chemical engineering personnel educated and trained in applying those methods. Availability of models and data, either by in-house data-bases or by experimentally standardized setups enable predictive process simulation in order to reduce experimental efforts in process design [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] .
For biologics process development the demands to reduce experimental efforts in process design for laboratory and piloting are in the range of 10% in order to be fast and cost efficient. Here, modeling, in other words a sound quantitative theoretical process comprehension, is the only known method on hand. The open question is, whether the larger molecular complexity of biologics permits to easily adapt methods and lessons that have already been learned in the chemical industry decades ago.
Lessons learned in chemical industry by establishing modeling are:
1.
A database of physical properties is needed with in-house data on product related molecular process knowledge. Experimental methods have to be standardized in laboratories and thermodynamics experts need to maintain such a database and be expert advisors for modeling colleagues. The value of such in-house data is tremendous.
2.
Data need to provide accuracy and precision, which can be directly predefined by modeling. 3.
To build up reliable databases takes time. Each new molecular system has to be experimentally assessed with regard to physical properties for the unit operations feasible.
4.
Additional modeling and simulation methods require, of course, additional efforts and resources, i.e., costs. Those investments easily pay off if a reduction of experimental effort is achieved.
As pilot run costs are quite high and time consuming, the easiest approach is to involve simulation experts into the piloting runs. A side benefit is that models can remain less complex as the colleagues are directly involved in process operation reality and the required measurement accuracy.
5.
Models derived in process development with miniaturized model parameter determination in laboratory scale follow clear workflows/recipes i.e., standard operation procedures (SOP). Direct benefits are gained if those models support piloting runs for experimental validation and afterwards move the product into engineering for equipment plant design and advanced process control concepts over the lifetime into manufacturing operation for process robustness analysis. 6.
Time reduction in process development is achieved by running the experimental plans for model parameter determination for each unit operation in parallel. Of course, the analytical methods have to be available and run in parallel for all methods considered. This may speed up conceptual process design towards experimental feasibility to less than a month for a well-trained interdisciplinary team. 7.
Necessary team know-how should include chemical engineering for model development.
In addition, technicians running analytics and laboratory scale equipment for experimental model parameter determination should be trained on accuracy and precision needed for those experimental plans which differ from classical design of experiments (DoE) setups. Such laboratory scale equipment should ideally already be equipped with process analytical technology (PAT) methodologies and in addition with fractionation devices for sampling to quality assurance (QA).
In conclusion, a summary statement of the authors is that models are available for all unit operations. Model parameter determination concepts are quantitative, distinct, and efficient in daily project work. Applicability of these concepts to the scenarios on hand is proved in the following in detail, and in addition supported by some case studies.
For precision of argumentation, the term "modeling" used in this context includes all steps of product and process development up to monitoring of the manufacturing operation using different modeling types as laid out in Figure 1 .
Product development uses artificial intelligence methods such as data mining for drug discovery data analysis, drug target interactions, and pharmacokinetics are quite well established with aid of modeling covering molecular interactions [55] [56] [57] .
Multi-scale modeling along the workflow of process development, piloting, engineering, and production taking into account the life cycle management needs to add on large scales statistical design of experiments, cost estimation methods, and rigorous process modeling towards engineering. Advanced process control concepts integrate either observer models or artificial intelligence elements such as neuronal networks and data mining. Phase equilibrium and mass transfer kinetics data is gained independently of scale in laboratory scale. In addition, fluid dynamics need to be determined dependent of scale and equipment design, which will be integrated in modular modeling approaches such as rigorous process models. Due to that, this is the only modeling type predictive in scale.
Manufacturing know-how adds from production scale cost structures and large scale fluid dynamics data needed early in process development. Only in manufacturing scale any profit is finally gained by application of the methods. This requires a priori acceptance of those methods in industrial practice. Fluid dynamics of equipment could be added by aid of vendor data for skids and modules. Statistical methods are applied besides DoE for regression of PAT data sets by principal component analysis (PCA) or partial least squares regression (PLS). Automation workflow integrates advanced process control methods such as observers, rigorous process models, or neuronal networks together with information technology, which add interfaces and architectures for sensors, scheduling, maintenance and supply chain analyses. Basic rule in any modeling discussion, in order to be precise, is to use the wording "model/modeling" only in combination with the model type and not alone. One common definition in chemical engineering is that "a model is an object, which is based on a structure or functional analogy to a subsequent original is utilized to build a special task for the original". The object is then a model of the original, if analogies between object and original are existing and the analogies allow to draw conclusions towards the original."
Minsky created a definition, which explains the specifics of a model towards the original in more detail: "To an observer B and object M is a model of an object A to the extent that B can use M to answer questions that interest him about A." Concluding, a model is created by structure or functional analogy to an original for a specific task and is very task specific. There is not a single model of an original. Modeling is dedicated to the task-orientated reduction of reality, which is objectively noticed. The subjective reality is linked to any unknowing abstraction as well as interpretation of the perceived by any observer [58] . Therefore, all model types are defined appropriately for clarification of any discussion towards a digital twin of any manufacturing plant.
Digital twin: A digital twin is defined as the predictive and validated model of the manufacturing process with the intention to support approval documentation. Any post-approval changes are possible and organized according to [59] [60] [61] . Therefore, the only model type appropriate to generate a digital twin is a rigorous physical-chemical based process model. A model not covering the manufacturing process and equipment in total has therefore to be considered insufficient. Digital twin is a digital, i.e., virtual copy of a real manufacturing plant in operation, in order to predict and organize maintenance and life cycle management efficiently. However, a twin should be born almost at the same time and from the same parents. Therefore, digital copy seems more precise, because actually digital twins are created roughly within a 2 year time-span during plant erection and operation afterwards. Under regulatory constraints utilizing a digital twin with regard to process performance, i.e., naturally related to product quality, robustness and safety, requires the twin to be born at the same time and not as a copy. Concluding, digital twin is correctly phrased under pharmaceutical constraints, the first born.
If you define a digital twin by training e.g., AI-tools such as neuronal networks which are advanced statistical models trained by process operation data sets, it implies that process design is completed and a plant is already operated. Therefore, it is too late to be a tool for process design, which would be needed in advance for regulatory approval and efforts reduction in early process design.
Stationary and dynamic digital twins are known as part of the IOT (internet of things). A manufacturing plant twin takes about two years for configuration to be able to support maintenance and life cycle management [62] .
According to the literature [63] [64] [65] , a digital twin is referred to a real time optimization and life cycle support of products by generating a data driven copy of the real manufacturing plant i.e., the process operation parameters and the equipment used.
This in consequence means that the original process is already approved, built within equipment specs and operated. With this narrow definition a digital twin would not be available for process design and regulatory approval documentation. Therefore, it would be useless in biologics drugs manufacturing for establishing a workflow. Final production of an appropriately designed and approved manufacturing process is an issue for advanced process control under PAT support.
A digital twin due to this limited definition generated in non-strictly regulated industries such as energy generation or automotive manufacturing is a digital copy of a conventionally designed, validated and implemented process-this would be a very limited tool in regulated industries.
Secondly, if the process is operated and therefore has been approved, then a digital twin in order to be used under regulatory constraints needs to have been approved as well prior to its use-which is generally not possible, as such twins in the narrow process control based definition of automation vendors-are not existing in a process development and design environment, where data for approval purposes is generated.
Hybrid modeling: Hybrid means by definition that each part contributes to the objective. However, in hybrid modeling the hybrid part i.e., the artificial intelligence i.e., the statistical model, which statistically summarizes parts of the model, which could not be described rigorously, destroys the beauty and usefulness in application of the rigorous model completely. A description is achieved, but no prediction. This is due to the replacement of former rigorous by statistical parts. Exemplified, some mechanism part such as phase equilibrium isotherms are replaced with neuronal networks. Nevertheless, efforts and trainings data are needed as well [66, 67] .
Statistical models: Are part of the evaluation of experimental data generated according to DoE experimental plans, which could be statistically evaluated according to accuracy and prediction by aid of statistical models [51, 68] .
Artificial Intelligence (AI): There are two general opposed opinions, the Dreyfus [69] and Domingos [70] schools. Intelligence does mean creative. However, with a weak AI those models are creative by definition only within a given training setup. Sound science needs to always differ between training setup data and data sets which should not belong to the training setup to control model precision and accuracy-nevertheless, the range of those data sets needs to be within the trainings setup data range, because those models such as neuronal networks are NOT predictive or creative outside the training data sets [69, 71] .
Learning systems such as AI provide opportunity and challenge. Discussion is still whether they are to be called intelligent or not; depending of course on how huge the creativity criteria are emphasized [69, 70, [72] [73] [74] . Nevertheless, in chemical engineering AI is mostly dedicated to machine learning and further-on deep learning i.e., in majority to neural networks and data mining tools [75] [76] [77] . In pharmaceutical industry, expectations rank from big data mining analysis in drug development up to neuronal networks trained by operational data and used to predict maintenance, life cycles or operational parameter ranges [78] [79] [80] [81] . Learning needs training data sets and the prediction quality is dominated by the variety and accuracy of those data sets. Variety is not liked for manufacturing data in regulated industries, neither by process design nor by approval. Nevertheless, those statistical tools are a major aid in maintenance planning and prediction [82, 83] . Moreover, this equipment related data is of use for down-scale or up-scale predictions [84, 85] .
PCA/PLS regression models: PAT methods are run either off line, at line or at best in line such as the ATR-FTIR, Raman, mass spectrometry (MS), etc. These are measurements or in other words, analytics. This is definitely not modeling, apart from a PCA/PLS regression model which is established by the use of training data sets from component spectra or chemometrics data bases. Therefore, this is NOT modeling but regression data analysis. Table 1 summarizes those arguments and differences, green are predictive process models highlighted whereas red are non-predictive.
Analytics should be transferred from product development along the workflow towards process development over piloting towards manufacturing with continuous improvements. Besides, in addition QA analytics are in general well established already in early product development.
Fundamental laws are followed by rigorous i.e., physical-chemical mechanism based modeling by separating the contributing effects of fluid-dynamics, phase equilibrium, and mass transfer kinetics as well as energy balances, if needed. The benefit is that such models are predictive whereas black-box, short-cut or even stage or cell models are definitely not. The beauty of such an approach is in addition, that the setup of equations could be completed distinctly and stepwise. The logical order is to describe at first fluid dynamics of equipment and modules, then add phase equilibrium, if needed with temperature dependency and energy balances, and finally the mass transfer resistance mechanisms for completion.
Basic law is that phase equilibrium and mass transfer are independent of equipment size and can therefore be determined in miniaturized laboratory scale. Helpful for experimental model parameter accuracy of those laboratory data is that they are determined directly without any simplifications with aid of the model steps which demands that fluid dynamics of laboratory size equipment has to be determined at first and integrated within those models. The only difference in scale is then caused by fluid dynamics, which leads to the consequence that fluid dynamics of pilot and manufacturing equipment must be determined as well and be integrated as model parameter setups in those models. This procedure takes into account that besides liquid-liquid extraction all other unit operations do lose in scale-up some specific operation performance caused by increasing fluid dynamic disorder in larger scale.
Manufacturing companies are recommended to define prior to procurement for potential equipment vendors to measure fluid dynamics tests of equipment skids and devices and define value and acceptable variance for dispersion, holdup and pressure drop, residence time distribution, pressure-flow curves. This could easily be done during factory and site acceptance testing in operation qualification (OQ) for new equipment and plants. Existing plant and equipment or modules could be characterized sufficiently by direct statistical evaluation of current operation data [82, 83] .
Modular plant design relates to operate for scale up modules in parallel. Such operation needs reproducible pressure flow curves for the different devices in parallel in order to distribute the fluid really equally i.e., +/−8% for selective bind-and-elute capture steps such as protein A, but less than +/−3% for selective elution steps such as ion exchange chromatography (IEX), hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) etc. Such full and consistent documentation of manufacturing data will allow an appropriate scale-down over piloting towards process development-always following the key-objective to predict manufacturing scale correctly.
Challenges with Regard to Models and Modeling
Addressing the challenges in industrialization of the digital-twin concept towards digitalization or industry 4.0 some obstacles may occur:
At least three general model types have been defined before a. Physical-chemical based rigorous models b.
Cost modeling i.e., cost estimation and c.
(Advanced) process control e.g., statistical observers, neuronal networks and data mining as parts of artificial intelligence Increasing modeling depth does not necessarily increase accuracy of prediction if the model parameters involved could not be determined sufficiently precise. Any model is a look at the specific view of its predefined aim from the point of view of the model developer with the needed, but of course limited accuracy towards a complex reality. Nevertheless, sufficient for the task. Therefore, objectives and accuracy have to be thoroughly defined first.
4.
Process control methods are well established in chemical engineering and industry. BASF reports to benefit from additional observer model training during plant start-up even with regard to the corresponding delay of manufacturing begin of about 3 months [93] . Those, observer or advanced process control methods based on statistics, such as artificial intelligence tools such as neuronal networks, are generally valid and available, which could be directly transferred to biologics operation. In line sensors are in most cases efficient, but there is the major challenge to cope with their natural drift. 5.
Here, again rigorous models-available already from process development with appropriate efficient organization-are the methodological solution of choice. 6.
The models discussed are available, all three of them. Any prejudices have to be rejected: Rigorous modeling of all unit operations needed for total process integration are on hand, as proven later on.
7.
Determination of model parameter data follows a distinct concept to guarantee accuracy and precision needed as well as the independence of each mechanism contributing within the model. 8.
Models are based on theory-and experiments! (as described above)-and industrial acceptance for theory is only given if it is validated by reality. Therefore, a distinct workflow with quantitative decision criteria is needed for model validation. This has been proposed and applied successfully [94] [95] [96] -and is available. 9.
Just to summarize and point out the argumentation line in reverse for precision: How could under the mindset of QbD and PAT demanded by authorities since 2004 [26] [27] [28] [29] any process be regulatory filled and accepted which has NOT been properly modeled? 10. An additional motivation for companies to industrialize modeling in biologics manufacturing should be the value of ownership of product related manufacturing data summarizing knowledge and experience of many hundreds, even thousands of man years, being a core asset for any manufacturing company. Moreover, taking into account that e.g., Samsung has already invested in 3 custom manufacturing organization (CMO) plants means that a more IT-based big-consortium company has direct access to manufacturing data [97] . Other IT-based companies even more dedicated to artificial intelligence may join that strategy of getting data access and generating value by product diversification.
Post-approval changes:
Major, moderate, and minor post-approval changes have to be categorized and different actions to be taken. Any product quality related issues are major changes which may cause additional clinical trials. Any modification has to be discussed and documented based on data regarding the assessment of the effect of the changes, either to conformance of specification or additional testing. Evaluation of changes of impurity profiles to already approved specification and adverse effects do have to be tested and documented. Equivalence, which does not mean identity but is related to maintenance of a quality characteristic rather than a single performance test.
General objective of any accepted post-approval change should be an improvement which has to be quantified and the potential with regard to the risk be assessed, e.g., by aid of appropriate risk analysis.
Any addition to PAT tools and AI manufacturing data evaluation which are used to take decisions in manufacturing operation should be regarded as major changes as they do have a complex multi-causal impact on product specification. Therefore, the need for additional clinical trial studies may be high or vice versa such general methods should be already implemented in early process development for supply of first clinical batches which are part of the approval procedure already [59] [60] [61] .
Solutions
Derived from that analysis some recommendations for organizational adjustments within companies could be derived as basic rules to gain acceptance and economic benefits from applying those methods:
1.
Any interdisciplinary team must be set up to cover the following knowledge, background, and skills, see Figure 2 : Access to data must be organized. To provide long-term development, an internal database is recommended, which must be maintained by experts who support the simulation team with recommendations and measurements for data quality control. Setting up any in-house cloud seems to be the key value-asset of any company future. Moreover, some basic prejudices against modeling must be dispelled data driven: I. Model derivation: Any model must be experimentally validated and quantitatively defined in terms of accuracy and precision, to gain industrial acceptance for making decisions based on theory.
Such methods are available, e.g., see Sixt et al. 2018 [94] . Figure 2 exemplifies a general valid workflow with clear quantitative decision criteria and next work steps.
This workflow presents a clear and general approach to model definition, implementation, verification and validation, including the evaluation of model precision and accuracy [94, 95] . Figure 2 contains relevant tools and decision criteria, for tasks and evaluation, suitable for small and medium enterprises as routine method.
First step of the workflow is the definition of the model task. Subsequently, a conceptual model is derived. As a first decision criterion, characteristic numbers, such as Reynolds, Péclet, Sherwood or Schmidt, are compared to literature data. Subsequently, model sensitivity is assessed and compared to experimental studies (DoE) to ensure correct representation of reality. The next step is the development of a consistent model parameter determination concept. At this stage, different tools are practicable, e.g., databases, correlations and lab-scale experiments. The separation of different effects, for example energy balance, fluid dynamics, phase equilibrium, mass transfer kinetics etc., allows the stepwise assembly of model equations.
Error propagation of model parameter determination has to ensure adequate precision and accuracy of the model. The model error, including the error from model parameter determination, has to be smaller than the error from experimental process characterization, to allow for the substitution of experimental data by rigorous process modeling.
The last and most significant step is model validation, using independent field experiments. These consistent data sets can be analyzed due to target values (yield, purity etc.), parameter range and their sensitivity regarding analogous simulation data setups. If yield, purity, space-time-yield, specific auxiliary/energy amount, and parameter interactions are in an identical order of magnitude of correlation coefficients in the PLS regression, then the model is distinctly quantitative proven to be valid for its at first defined task and application.
II. Total process modeling
The process model must describe the total process to be of use. Such process steps are available as shown in the following as a review. Figure 3 gives an overview about all process step unit operations. a. At first, standardized laboratory equipment is used for each unit operation such as upstream fermentation (USP), Ultra-/Diafiltration (UF/DF), one or many chromatography steps, aqueous two-phase extraction (ATPE), precipitation or crystallization, as well as final lyophilization. b.
This includes PAT-tools for model parameter determination and application of a DoE setup in the scale of few liters' fermentation, few 100 cm 2 membrane area and chromatography column volumes of few 10-100 ml.
2.
An existing DoE with risk analysis is applied for QbD-documentation and to validate the modeling and model parameter determination concept 3.
based on the validated process models process design studies with cost evaluations are performed.
a. This leads to a decision for a best-in-class process in silico a priori, which b.
is finally experimentally validated at pilot-scale to prove technical feasibility.
4.
In addition, PAT and advanced process control (APC) concepts developed in process design are transferred via piloting towards manufacturing. Vendor may supply fluid dynamics data from skid and module acceptance tests [34, 94] . Figure 4 depicts the basic principle, that phase equilibrium and mass transfer kinetics are constant and independent of scale for defined feed and auxiliaries, media utilized. However, fluid dynamics of equipment skid, piping and modules differ in scale. Therefore, this needs to be quantified at scales and implemented at different model parameter data sets in the independent fluid dynamic partition of the model equations. Any linear scale-up/-down gives optimization potential away, because in small scale performance is normally better due to increasing non-idealities and fluid dynamic mal-distribution ratio at larger scale. Nevertheless, dead volume ratio of skid and piping equipment parts towards functional module parts (i.e., columns, membranes etc.) is worst at laboratory scale and has therefore to be taken accurately into account for appropriate scale-up [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] .
As follows, all units along the process are described briefly to prove the statement of availability and project acceptable efforts as well as any references to deepening literature quoted. Any unit operation model can be used in any process flowsheet sequence of interest for total process simulations. The single unit operations and their workflow for model-parameter determination as well as model validation is described in detail within this special issue with at least one article each. Here, an overview is given. 
USP Fermentation Fed-Batch and Perfusion
Fermentation modeling and process design is shown in Figure 5 . The modeling approach for fed-batch and perfusion cultivation processes is summarized in Figure 5 . The main equations are represented by a Monod kinetic, considering the time-dependent alteration of substrate (e.g., glucose, glutamine, etc.), metabolite (e.g., lactate, ammonium, etc.), cell and product concentration. The correlation between input (e.g., substrate concentration) and output (e.g., cell concentration) variables can be macroscopically determined by using empirical observations, such as yield coefficients, which are strongly dependent on the cell line [42] .
In terms of 1. fluid dynamics (red-marked parameters), the determination of oxygen transfer rates according to the unsteady-state (dynamic) technique, mixing time with conductivity measurements as well as residence time with tracer experiments lead to the characterization of the equipment.
To determine 2. kinetic (green-marked, e.g., maximum growth rate) and 3. equilibrium (blue-marked, e.g., yield coefficients) parameters, cultivations as well as the analysis of substrate, metabolite, cell and product concentration need to be performed. The substrate saturation constant (or substrate affinity constant) is equal to the concentration that supports a half-maximum growth rate.
Similar experiments can be used for 4. validation. Furthermore, online model-assisted cultivation increases the gain in process information by integrating process data (e.g., turbidity) into the macroscopic kinetic model to extract information on process variables (e.g., glucose and lactate concentration) [52] .
Efforts are 2 to 3 weeks for cultivation and analysis i.e., 2 to 3 cultivations simultaneously a 1-2 L scale [52] .
Capture, LLE, Cell Separation and Clarification
The workflow to determine model parameters needed for a physico-chemical liquid-liquid extraction (LLE) process model is shown in Figure 6 . Here, the focus is on extraction columns and mixer-settlers as those cover most of the possible process implementations for LLE. For the sake of completeness, it should be stated that innovative technologies such as membrane-supported LLE or side technology such as centrifugal extractors also exist, for which correct physico-chemical-modeling however follows the same rationale and only has to account for the difference in fundamental geometry and fluid dynamics. This again, is the striking advantage of this model-type, if compared to the other (cost/shortcut-, statistical/observer models). As for any unit operations the sequence to determine these parameters are ordered according to their importance/impact on the process result, which is:
1. Fluid dynamics (red): This is the most important group of effects, which is not only predominantly responsible for the differences in performance of different types of extraction equipment, but also for the differences within the same equipment type (e.g., stirred vs pulsed vs static extraction columns).
Most important phenomena are the axial dispersion behavior of the system, characterized by the axial dispersion coefficient as well as the hold-up, characterized by drop rise velocity, mean droplet diameter and throughput (m 3 /m 2 /h). Axial dispersion has to be determined for the specific equipment geometry, but only once as it is dependent on the geometry, but not the different types of systems that can be processed/modeled. The determination of axial dispersion behavior needs around 2-5 L of total system volume depending on the investigated scale, however does not require the usage of actual feed material. This procedure can be finished within 1 day by an experienced operator. To keep the resource and time benefit of physico-chemical model-based process design the equipment size should not exceed DN26/32 for extraction columns and DN50 for mixer-settlers, which is typical mini-plant scale.
Drop rise velocity depending on mean Sauter diameter are to be determined in a droplet measurement cell, few mL up to 50 mL are sufficient to determine these parameters in triplicate for a range of 3 to 5 points of drop size within 1 up to 2 days.
2. Phase equilibrium (blue): Determination of binodale, tie-lines, and distribution coefficients of target and main side components is done by shaking-flask experiments. This standard procedure can be down-scaled to system volumes of 5-10 mL each. Further scale-down is only recommended, if data for interfacial tension, viscosities and densities for both phases are known or accessible by reliable database or correlation. Time and feed material consumption can be drastically reduced by narrowing the relevant system combinations by rationale such as kosmotropic/chaotropic properties of the phase forming salts of choice and the hydrophobic/free volume excluding effects of the polymers of choice, which is mostly dependent on the molecular weight and relevant pH range for the target component. The total number of investigated system points should be narrowed by DoE. This leads to, e.g., 3 systems with 5 distributed points of investigation. Thus, 75 (3 × 5 × 5mL) up to 150 (3 × 5 × 10 mL) mL of system volume are sufficient for determination and can be executed within 2 days.
3. Kinetics (green): In LLE the most important kinetic parameter is the mass transfer coefficient. The lower this parameter is, the more time for component separation is required, which if not implemented correctly in any model type, and can lead to an incomplete separation (bad purity/yield) due to underestimated kinetic limitations of the system. This parameter can easily be determined parallel to the drop measurements in the drop measurement cell during the 1-to 2-day period (see fluid dynamics) and thus, only increases the analytical efforts.
The total effort for a complete model parameter determination as described above, is around 3 days up to 1 week and requires only 200 up 300 mL feed material [52, [103] [104] [105] [106] . 
UF/DF, SPTFF for Concentration and Buffer Exchange
To create a model for Ultrafiltration/Diafiltration module-and solution-based information is required. The approach is shown in Figure 7 . The red-marked experiments are needed to characterize 1. the membrane-module fluid dynamics comprising effective membrane area, hydrodynamic diameter and membrane resistance. They are independent from the filtration system and are applicable on other systems as well. The sequential 2. step is the measurement of solution properties (blue). Due to changing density, osmotic pressure and viscosity with increasing protein concentration, filtration behavior varies over time and the values for different protein concentrations have to be quantified as 3. mass transfer kinetics. After these steps the filtration experiments are performed at different flows, pressures and starting concentrations to 4. validate the model.
Efforts are 3 days to 1 week requiring 1-100 g feed material [51, 107, 108] . The continuous single-pass tangential-filtration (SPTFF) version is analogous, but due to complexity of additional setup variations [107, 108] .
For the single-pass tangential-filtration (SPTFF, Figure 8 ) the approach is comparable to batch filtration. The used membrane-modules fluid dynamics have to be 1. characterized (red) and 2. the solution properties (blue) must be determined likewise to batch filtration. In addition to the batch approach, the influence of stacked membranes has to be investigated. Furthermore, the SPTFF is dependent on length, while batch filtration depends on time. This makes 3. the pressure drop a critical factor, which needs to be investigated. For the research on a SPTFF, a separation of different filtration stages (parallel membrane stacks) is favorable. This provides the possibility to measure the development of process variables over the different stages and enhances process understanding.
Validation has to be performed as well as batch filtration for different flows, pressures, concentrations, and in addition for different setups of filtration stages.
Efforts range from 3 days to 2 weeks to properly measure tracer velocities and reproducibility, channel geometries, concentrations, feed pressures as well as setup variation [107, 108] . 
Precipitation/Crystallization
This modeling approach for precipitation, which is shown in Figure 9 , is based on a former approach for crystallization [109] , but with additional agglomeration and breakage kinetics. Due to the fact, that precipitation also is the result of a shift in solubility 1. the apparatus fluid dynamics is likewise characterized by residence and mixing time as well as energy balance and solubility of the target component in the system utilized (red).
Further, 2. mass balance and kinetics of precipitation such as growth, nucleation, agglomeration and disruption have to be implemented in the model for description of the actual mechanism during precipitation (green). Subsequently, 3. missing parameters and coefficients are determined by evaluation of experimental data (blue).
Finally, 4. model validation is carried out by using PAT to identify measurable process parameters that can be monitored online during operation. These parameters provide also the basis for scale-up to the desired benchmark (black). Estimated time for precipitation runs and analysis are between 1 and 2 weeks. Figure 10 summarizes the modeling approach for chromatographic processes. The main equations are the two mass balances for the mobile phase streaming around the particles and the mobile phase inside the pores. For parameter determination, lab-scale experiments can be used as well as mathematical correlations [49, 110] . The later are strongly dependent on the separation task, e.g., the size of the molecules. For chromatographic separations of proteins, correlations are known for the axial dispersion-, mass transfer-and diffusion coefficients [44] . 
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In terms of 1. fluid dynamics, tracer experiments have to be done. These have to be carried out with polymers of different molecular weight to estimate the voidage, total-as well as pore porosity [111] . The same experiments can be used to calculate the axial dispersion coefficient [112] . Furthermore, it is important to measure the dead volume and mean residence time of the chromatographic equipment/skid in advance.
For 2. isotherm determination, several approaches are known [48, [113] [114] [115] . The chosen one has to account for different feed concentrations as well as modifier concentrations, if a gradient separation is considered.
To 3. measure the kinetic parameters, pulse injections with different feed concentrations and/or gradient elution varying gradient steepness are performed. Similar experiments can be used for model validation as long as different parameters (concentrations, gradient steepness) are used for parameter determination and validation.
Efforts are 2 days to 1 week with about 1-5 g (10-50 g) feed material.
Lyophilization
The model parameter determination concept for lyophilization is shown in Figure 11 . Model parameters are not only retrieved experimentally but are also obtained from 0. substance databases at first. The latter includes functions for water properties at given temperature and pressure. •r Figure 11 . Lyophilization process modeling workflow, recipe, SOP.
Efforts are about 1 week with 50 vial a 2 ml and about 150 g feed material [116] [117] [118] .
III. Industrialization
Acceptance and economic benefits are only gained by industrialization, see point IV. case studies. Recommendation is to start project work in parallel at manufacturing, piloting and process design. The needed change in mindset is highest in process design, therefore with highest efforts, but higher long-term gains. Figure 12 summarizes the workflow of efficient process development and design allowing more parallel than sequential unit operation design and process integration. In the first month of process development and design USP fermentation starts at scales of a few liters. This feedstock is split for the different unit operations applicable to downstream processing such as LL-extraction especially ATPE, UF/DF especially SPTFF for continuous operation, precipitation or crystallization as well as all different chromatography units possible and final lyophilization preparing formulation. Each fermentation optimization runs over the process development time span of about 6 months and is fed into the model parameter determination and model validation concept runs of each unit in parallel. Analytics allow to take any relevant component group into account within the models. The separation sequence could be designed in silico a priori by various simulation studies which show the purification power of each step as quantified feed input of the next one. The benefits of appropriate USP and DSP integration have been demonstrated before [12, 13, 106, 119] . Besides, USP modeling with Monod kinetics including reduced metabolomics [52, [120] [121] [122] [123] enable to integrate USP into total process design as well as lyophilization as the final steps towards formulation [116] [117] [118] . The process sequences are evaluated by cost estimation tools added in process modeling easily [86, 90] . This results in a theoretical feasibility decision on best process in class. Afterwards, this can be operated in mini-or pilot-scale for model validation towards QbD-documentation and test amount supply. PAT-concepts developed and applied in process development are transferred to be of help in pilotand manufacturing-scale as well. Calibration and maintenance are typical routines, which should be established already during process development. Any sensor drift needs to be counteracted with aid of advanced process control methods. In line release approval is another challenge for regulatory affairs and quality assurance.
IV. Best practice and lessons learned case studies-executive summary Best practice and lessons learned are exemplified in case studies cited for further reading along the process engineering workflow:
Approach to support manufacturing operation analysis is shown in [82, 83] 
2.
Use of cost modeling tools have been demonstrated [86, 90] 
3.
How rigorous process modeling supports manufacturing operation as well as any debottlenecking studies in engineering is e.g., documented in [50, 124] 
4.
A distinct workflow is recommended for quantitative model validation in [94] 
5.
After about 25 years in process modeling in combination with experimental model parameter determination concepts in laboratory scale the working group exemplified total process studies in pilot scale such as [48, 53, [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] 
6.
The successful application of the QbD-approach in combination with PAT-tools is published [53, 119, [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] 
7.
Integration of PAT-tools for advanced process control studies are linked to [52, 53, 106, 132, 133, 139 ,140] Figure 13 shows the mini-plant concept for model validation and piloting with inline process control (IPC) and PCS integrated. All unit operations described before are included and total process operation is feasible in batch or continuous mode. 
Summary
Digitalization does not generate added value, but creates shifts towards new business models. As an example, not hardware-based products, but software-like services are sold [142, 143] e.g., not drugs, but services for health care. As a basic rule the highest value is gained directly at the end user, i.e., customer. Engineering art and manufacturing is (tried to be) pushed into the back row by merchandizing internet platforms with direct and permanent access to the end customers, in case those services are not included or offered by the manufacturers themselves (or by their unions and associations). Coopetition (Coinage: Cooperation or Competition) may be another approach. Nevertheless, basic pre-condition is competitive manufacturing technology based on best-in-class processes.
To anticipate molecular variety of novel drug formats requires fast and efficient process development and design as well as efficient piloting for regulatory approval and industrialization in manufacturing scale. Key-enabling technology adopted from chemical engineering and transferred into biotechnology is rigorous, i.e., physical-chemical based predictive process modeling with combined experimental model parameter determination miniaturized in laboratory scale.
Definitions of modeling approaches to accelerate biomanufacturing are provided and analyzed. The state-of-the-art of all unit operations available for total process design and a quantitative distinct approach for model validation is described in this paper, as these are the central points for industrial acceptance. In addition, an efficient experimental model parameter determination workflow with standardized laboratory scale equipment is available, reducing necessary time to about 2-3 weeks for all unit operations in parallel, which enables to realize again total process development times of 6 months for individual novel drug molecules-such as today with mAbs utilizing platform-processes. Therefore, in a way, process design with the aid of process modeling in combination with experimental model parameter determination in laboratory scale could be summarized as the central platform method/technology for future biotherapeutic molecules.
Further in depth literature is referred to, in order to give a more detailed insight to overcome common prejudices by data driven decisions besides this overview.
To conclude, case studies and lessons learned are listed to derive recommendations for in-company structuring of interdisciplinary teams towards efficient implementation of these approaches for the new approach to biomanufacturing. Different options are discussed and evaluated, concluding that the starting points and necessary steps for companies towards fast industrialization of new classes of biotherapeutics are available and only need to be applied.
Innovation is not only needed in drug discovery but as well in manufacturing technology methodologies, i.e., engineering. Engineering science in pharmaceutical industries is too often reduced to detail engineering, procurement and maintenance of equipment missing the sound methodological skills needed in process development and design with the aid of modern methods: Societal needs for innovative, yet affordable medicines within health care systems are only covered, when any drug candidate of use can be economically and sustainable manufactured in the required scales.
Industrial projects experience over the last three decades proved some crucial recommendations of tasks and objectives for industrial project organization, team education and training, strategic project management, and availability of useful tools, which are in summary vital for efficient industrialization success.
The described approach is universal and applicable for any biomolecule. Total process modeling is achieved by combining each unit operation model in any process flowsheet sequence of interest for any model parameter set determined experimentally in laboratory scale, as described.
The approach will be exemplified in detail within the special issue by at least one article for each unit operation in detail and by case studies. 
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